Attachment 2: Key Tyrewise Programme Information for Participants

WHAT
AM I?

Tyre Importer

Consumer

WHAT DOES
THIS MEAN?

DO I HAVE
TO PAY?

DO I GET
PAID BY
TYREWISE?

ANY SMALL PR INT I SHOULD KNOW?

You are an organisation which imports tyres into NZ.
New tyre importers
Used tyre importers (includes casings)
New vehicle importers
Used vehicle importers

YES

NO

All importers would be mandated to contribute to an accredited stewardship scheme
(such as Tyrewise) under the Waste Minimisation Act 2008 Priority Product legislation.

You are ‘Joe Public’.

NO

NO

Landfills will no longer accept tyres.

When you buy new tyres you need to get rid of the old
ones.
OR
You may have old tyres for other reasons that you need to
get rid of.

The cost of the programme is built into the price of
all new tyres This is called ‘The Tyrewise fee’.

You do not get any money for recycling your tyres.

You must recycle your tyres via a registered collection site, or you can leave them with
the company that fitted your new tyres.

‘The Tyrewise Fee’ is captured for all tyres at the
first point of importation or registration.
Fee for loose tyres included in customs
payments
Fee for tyres on all vehicles collected by
NZTA at first registration

Importers may be able to claim rebates if the tyres they import fall outside of eligibility
criteria for a stewardship programme (e.g. mobility scooter tyres).

AND
Any inappropriate dumping of tyres will result in fines and/or prosecution.

Generator

You are either:

NO

NO

A tyre seller and/or fitter who takes old tyres when you
sell new ones

Any tyres that you take from your customers are
collected for free.

You should not charge customers for taking their old tyres.
(but remember you don’t have to pay to have them
collected either)

If tyres are a Priority Product this means that you will need to register with
Tyrewise as a condition of selling/fitting tyres.
If you sell or fit any tyres, you MUST be prepared to take the used tyres from your
customer for disposal.

OR
These tyres can either be kept by you for collection, or taken to a Collection Site.
A large user of tyres & your tyres are replaced on-site
Your may be asked by Tyrewise to provide auditable reports on the volume of tyres
that you accept.

Collection Site

Transporter

You are a place where Consumers and/or Generators
can drop off unwanted tyres if they aren’t purchasing new
ones (such as a transfer station)

You collect tyres from Generators and/or Collection
Sites and deliver them to Processors

NO

YES

You must be registered with Tyrewise as an approved Collection Site.

Any tyres that you collect at your site are picked up
for free.

Collection sites are paid a nominal service fee by
Tyrewise to act as aggregation points for tyres to be
collected.
Payments are on a sliding scale (Very busy sites would get
paid more than small sites)

Your may be asked by Tyrewise to provide auditable reports on your collection
volumes.

NO

YES

You must be registered with Tyrewise as an approved Transporter.

All tyres are collected at no charge to the
Generator or Collection site.

Tyrewise pays you for the tyres you deliver to a
Processor.

So you get paid, you must have a contractual relationship with a Processor /
Manufacturer to accept the tyres.

A Generator could also act as a Collection Site and aggregate tyres for Customers
and other Generators.

Your may be asked by Tyrewise to provide auditable reports on your transported
volumes.

Processor

You transform the tyres in some way so that they can be
put to a good end-use.

YES

YES

You may pay Transporters to deliver the tyres you
need.

In addition to money you make from selling your products,
Tyrewise makes a payment per kg of tyres processed
and supplied/sold to a Manufacturer.

(This is for you to negotiate - Tyrewise does not
get involved.)

Manufacturer

You purchase tyre derived products from a Processor to
use in your business (such as for fuel or as an ingredient
for a new product).
NOTE: If you purchase whole tyres directly from a
Transporter you would be classified as a Processor as
well as a Manufacturer.

YES

The level of payment depends on what your tyre derived
product is eventually used for.
YES

Typically you would pay a Processor a market price
for the products.

Tyrewise pays you for the tyre derived product you use
in manufacturing.

(This is for you to negotiate - Tyrewise does not
get involved)
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You must provide evidence of the Manufacturers’ end-use for the processed material
in order to receive payments from Tyrewise.
Your reports may be subject to audit by Tyrewise in order to ensure the subsidy is
being paid correctly.

You will need to provide Tyrewise with evidence of what you use the tyre derived
products for. This is because it affects the payments made to you by Tyrewise.

